Pre-Construction Notice
January 08, 2020

Mendota and Queensway
Sanitary Trunk Sewer Rehabilitations
Expected Start Date: February 2020
Expected End Date: December 2020
*Timeline is subject to change. Future notice to be provided.

The City of Toronto is planning to rehabilitate:


The Mendota sanitary trunk sewer (STS) lines running under Mendota Road and the ramp from
Park Lawn Road to the F. G. Gardiner Expressway West.



The Queensway sanitary trunk sewer (STS) lines running under the Gardiner Expressway from
the ramp to Park Lawn Road to Mimico Creek.

The sanitary trunk sewer is an underground pipe that collects wastewater from sewers and delivers it
to wastewater facilities for treatment.
This project is part of the Council-approved 2019 Capital Works Program to renew the City's aging
sewer infrastructure and will extend the service life of these trunk sewer sections by approximately 50
years.
MAP OF WORK AREA
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WORK DETAILS


The City’s contractor will move equipment on-site and prepare the work area before construction
begins. Majority of the work is taking place in the City streets and the ramp from Park Lawn Road
to the Gardiner Expressway West.

 To repair the STS, crews will reline the existing pipes using a trenchless method.
 Construction crews will install temporary pumps and pipes to divert flow from the sewer so that it
can be repaired from inside. The temporary pipes will be placed on Grand Ave, the pedestrian
bridge, from legion Rd to Park Lawn Rd, and along Park Lawn Rd to The Queensway.
 A sock filled with resin will be inserted into the pipe through maintenance holes and is cured in
place with steam.
 When cured a new pipe is formed within the existing pipe.
WHAT TO EXPECT BEFORE CONSTRUCTION
 Work crews will mark underground utilities, such as gas, water and cable to ensure they are not
affected by the work.
 Affected properties will receive a Construction Notice approximately two weeks before work begins
with more information about the work.
 Work in the boulevard in front of commercial properties is expected. This work includes removing
and replacing driveways, municipal sidewalks and grassed boulevards, where necessary.
 Property owners should remove items located within City property limits (boulevard), such as
landscaping and or decorative objects before work starts. If you have a sprinkler system within the
boulevard, please contact the Project Manager / Field Ambassador listed below.
Accessible Accommodation: Residents who require accommodation (level
entry, longer notice, etc.) must contact the Project Manager to arrange for access
during the construction period.

NEED MORE INFORMATION?
If you have questions about the upcoming work, please contact us.
Project Manager

Niko Kalo, 416-338-5558, niko.kalo@toronto.ca

TTY Hearing Impaired Service

416-338-0889
(7 Days a week, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., closed holidays)

General inquiries
Website

311
www.toronto.ca/improvements/ward 3.htm

Thank you for your patience. Building a great city takes time. Betteinfrastructure for all of us is worth the wait.
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